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News in brief

BJP emerges stronger 
NEW DELHI: India’s ruling Bharatiya Janta Party
(BJP) yesterday consolidated its position in the coun-
try’s northeast after a landslide election victory in
Tripura, ending 25 years of communist rule in the
state. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s BJP and its
allies are also ahead in the Christian-dominated
mountainous state of Nagaland, while opposition
Congress-ruled Meghalaya is heading for a fractured
verdict. Elections were held only in the states of
Tripura, Nagaland and Meghalaya, where about nine
million Indians live, according to the 2011 census. The
three states have about 5.6 million voters, according
to the election commission’s website. With yester-
day’s victory, the BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) will gain control over five of the sev-
en northeastern states reshaping the political land-
scape of the region bordering Myanmar, Bhutan,
Nepal and Bangladesh.—Reuters

Contaminated melon
SYDNEY: Three Australians have died after consum-
ing melon contaminated with listeria amid an out-
break that has prompted health authorities to warn
those at risk to throw out pre-cut melons. Listeria is
a commonly found bacteria and for most people who
consume foods that contain it does not cause illness.
But for elderly people, pregnant women or those
with serious conditions like diabetes or cancer, it
poses a serious threat. At least 15 cases of listeriosis
have been reported since authorities were first alert-
ed to the outbreak last month. “All 15 cases are eld-
erly people, and most of them have significant under-
lying health conditions,” Director Communicable
Diseases New South Wales Health Dr Vicky
Sheppeard said in a statement Friday. “People vul-
nerable to listeriosis should discard any rockmelon
purchased before 1 March.”—AFP

Secular writer attacked 
DHAKA: One of Bangladesh’s top writers was
attacked and injured in the northern city of Sylhet
yesterday, police said, the latest in a series of attacks
on authors and bloggers. Police said Zafar Iqbal, a
celebrated secular activist and bestselling science fic-
tion writer, was rushed to a hospital in Sylhet after
the attack. “He was hit on the back of his head and he
was bleeding,” a police constable posted at the hos-
pital said, speaking on condition of anonymity. Abdul
Wahab, a spokesman for the Sylhet city police, con-
firmed the incident, saying police suspect he was
attacked with a knife. “He was in a seminar when he
was attacked. His gunman caught an attacker,” he
said, referring to Iqbal’s police guard. Bangladesh’s
government provides security for the country’s top
secular writers and activists.—AFP 

100 killed in Philippines 
MANILA: More than 100 drug suspects have been
killed since Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte
ordered the police to rejoin his “war on drugs”, an offi-
cial said yesterday. Duterte was elected in 2016 on a
promise to eradicate drugs, and launched an unprece-
dented campaign in which-rights activists allege-as
many as 12,000 people have been killed. Chief
Superintendent John Bulalacao confirmed that 102
drug suspects were killed by police between
December 5 — when Duterte ordered the force to
rejoin the drug war-and March 1. In October last year,
the president had announced that the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency would replace the police in
counter-narcotics operations following mounting pub-
lic opposition, including rare street protests.—AFP 

At the UN, diplomatic dance 
decides the fate of nations

So for the war in Syria, Kuwait and Sweden taken the lead
UNITED NATIONS: The issues that come before the UN
Security Council are the gravest to face any decision-mak-
ing body-questions of war and peace, life and death. But
when world diplomats are building towards a weighty deci-
sion, almost any diplomatic tactic seems fair game, even
sleight of hand. All the envoys in endless daily meetings in
the vast glass-walled tower on Turtle Bay, New York, would
say they are seeking consensus. But how, then, to ensure
that the Council’s deci-
sion reflects their own
national interest?

“It plays out on a per-
sonal level. Without trust,
we’d get nowhere,” a
diplomat said, speaking
on condition of anonymi-
ty to explain the process.
Within the past week, for
example, the world body
united to back an unlikely
ceasefire in Syria’s end-
less war, but failed to
agree on censuring Iran.
The United States wanted to single out Tehran for its
alleged interference in the Yemen conflict, but Russia
stepped in and headed off the initiative. In each case, the
battle lines were almost the same, with America and its allies
opposing Russian and Iranian interventions in two regional
wars. So why was the diplomatic outcome different?

“In any negotiation, the key is personal relationships,”
the diplomat explained. Whatever the stark differences
between the public positions of the rival member states, in
the UN building diplomats work together every day.
Cautious friendships and friendly rivalries develop-along
with occasional feuds-and personal power plays can decide
matters of state. “In private, relationships are less tragic than
they seem in public,” another diplomat admits. Washington’s
ambassador, former South Carolina governor Nikki Haley, is
the only politician in a council staffed by veteran career
diplomats.  

Last year, she pulled off an impressive diplomatic coup

when she brought China and Russia on board multiple times
to secure unanimous support for North Korea sanctions.
But on Monday, Haley delegated the US seat to a colleague
and was in Honduras when Russia moved in to halt efforts to
condemn Iran. Sometimes, a consensus is found through a
savvy manipulation of procedure.  Last year, China balked
at a resolution to condemn its neighbor Myanmar, but
allowed the chairman of the Security Council to issue a dec-

laration or PRST.  
In theory a PRST ought

to be no easier to agree
upon than a resolution,
since any one of 15 council
members can object to ele-
ments of the text. But diplo-
mats had suggested the res-
olution first before falling
back on the PRST, allowing
China to appear to have
won a concession. As a
diplomat recalled, it’s
important to allow an oppo-
nent and option to “save

face.” In long negotiations on fraught subjects, like the
slaughter in Syria, the winning side is often the one that
keeps its cool longest.

Constant dialogue
“You need to respect the other side when it reveals the

red lines it will not cross,” one negotiator told AFP, while
another said: “It’s hard on the nerves.” However the talks go
before a vote, most ambassadors check with their national
capitals before assenting, abstaining or imposing a veto.
Haley has the most personal freedom to maneuver, being a
member of President Donald Trump’s administration with
cabinet rank. But she is also one of the more inexperienced
envoys in a building that hosts constant dialogue, in corri-
dors, conference rooms and text messages. Murmured con-
versations continue in the carpeted lobbies outside the
Security Council chamber and even in the “Quiet Room”
waiting area. One conference room is set aside for the veto-

wielding Permanent Five: Britain, China, France, Russia and
the United States.

Another hosts the ten non-permanent members. When a
new issue comes up for discussion, national experts meet to
size up the diplomatic terrain. Then it is either the job of the
“coordinators” from each mission to draw up the terms of
the debate; otherwise, the ambassadors or their deputies

take the reins. Specific roles are handed out. One country
on a rolling basis is president of the council, but each issue
also has an influential “penholder.” All members will eventu-
ally vote on each resolution, but the draft is drawn up by the
penholder. So for the war in Syria, Kuwait and Sweden have
taken the lead. For texts dealing with Yemen or Myanmar,
Britain has an outsized role. —AFP
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Indonesia scrubbing 
‘world dirtiest river’
MAJALAYA: The scabies on Indonesian rice farmer Yusuf
Supriyadi’s limbs are a daily reminder of the costs of living
next to the “world’s dirtiest river”. Supriyadi depends on the
Citarum’s murky waters-a floating carpet of household rub-
bish, toxic chemicals and animal feces-to irrigate a small rice
plot in West Java that sustains his family of six. The farmer’s
rice yield is now down by two-thirds in the rainy season as
textile factories dump more and more industrial waste into
the river. But he has few other options. “There are floods
during the rainy season. My hands get itchy and the harvest
is damaged,” the 54-year-old tells AFP. “Pollution makes my
rice hollow. If I keep going I’ll lose money, but if I don’t, I’ll
have no other job,” he adds.

Now faced with a health emergency after decades of
failed clean-up efforts, Jakarta is stepping in with a seem-
ingly impossible goal: make the Citarum’s water drinkable by
2025. Using this polluted water is a risky calculation for
many of the 30 million people who rely on it for irrigation,
washing and even drinking water-including around 80 per-
cent of residents in the sprawling capital Jakarta.  At nearly
300-kilometres long, the river is also a key source for
hydroelectric power for Indonesia’s most populated island
Java and tourism hotspot Bali.

The World Bank declared it the most-polluted river in
the world a decade ago, an description widely picked up
by media and environmentalists. Waste levels can vary
depending on how pollution is measured and the time of
the year. But the Citarum is dangerous by almost any
standard. Previous research has shown it has alarming
levels of toxic chemicals-including 1,000 times more lead
than the US standard for safe drinking water.  It regularly
appears on most-polluted lists alongside India’s Ganges
river, the Mississippi river in the United States and
China’s Yellow river.

‘Not playing around’ 
In January, Jakarta yanked responsibility away from local

government, and vowed to get tough on business owners
who ignore waste-disposal rules.  Factories that fall short
could have operating permits revoked.  And CCTV cameras
are to be installed along the river’s banks to keep an eye out
for offenders dumping waste in the early morning hours to
evade detection.  Meanwhile, dredging equipment will be
used to clean up the filthy river, said Djoko Hartoyo, a
spokesman for the Ministry of Maritime Affairs.  “We are not
playing around this time,” he added.

“We’re going in with a holistic approach so we are opti-
mistic we can make Citarum clean again, just like it was 50
or 60 years ago.” In the 1980s, a new industrial zone sprang
up around the small town of Majalaya, about 170 kilometers
east of Jakarta, and things quickly changed for the pristine
river. Some 2,000 area textile factories have provided
much-needed jobs, but it came with a heavy cost: about 280
tons of industrial waste are dumped into the river each day,
according to government and environmental group data.
Making matters worse, many locals think nothing of tossing
their household waste into its toxic waters.

“When it rains and my house gets flooded, the smell is
awful,” Achmad Fachrureza said from inside an inflatable
dingy, as he navigated the river’s styrofoam containers, fab-
ric, empty cans, plastic bottles and garbage bags.  The 57-
year-old villager said he was sacked from his job as a textile
factory security guard after asking questions about the
firm’s waste disposal system. Factory pipes dump waste
directly into waters bubbling with chemical dyes used in
textiles, creating an overwhelming stench. “Most factories

here have a waste disposal system, but they don’t work
properly because it’s just a formality,” said Deni Riswandani
from local environmental group Elingan.

‘It was so clean’ 
That poses a serious health risk, especially for the five

million people living in the river’s basin. Many locals suffer
from skin diseases like scabies and dermatitis, as well as res-
piratory infections from inhaling factory pollution. “The
number of people going to the health clinic is very high,”
Riswandani said. “We keep reporting these issues to the
government, but we never get a solution.” He and other frus-
trated activists have blocked some waste pipes with rocks
and concrete, but the factories usually remove the blockage
right away. Locals hope Jakarta’s new goals can be achieved.
But they’re also skeptical given the scale of the task and
endemic corruption that could see factory owners try to buy
their way out of trouble. “I long to see the Citarum like it
was when I was young”, Fachrureza said. “I could swim in it
and drink the water. It was so clean.”—AFP 

MAJALAYA: Photo shows waste from houses dumped into the Citarum river in Majalaya, West Java. —AFP

‘Doomsday’ seed 
vault gets makeover 
as Arctic heats up
LONGYEARBYEN: Designed to withstand a nuclear mis-
sile hit, the world’s biggest seed vault, nestled deep inside
an Arctic mountain, is undergoing a makeover as rising
temperatures melt the permafrost meant to protect it.
Dubbed the “Noah’s Ark” of food crops, the Global Seed
Vault is buried inside a former coal mine on Svalbard, a
remote Arctic island in a Norwegian archipelago around
1,000 kilometers from the North Pole. Opened in 2008,
the seed bank plays a key role in preserving the world’s
genetic diversity: it is home to more than a million varieties
of seeds, offering a safety net in case of natural catastro-
phe, war, climate change, disease or manmade disasters.

But warmer temperatures have disrupted the environ-
ment around the vault. In an unexpected development, the
permafrost, which was meant to help keep the temperature
inside the vault at a constant -18 Celsius (-0.4 Fahrenheit),
melted in 2016. “The summer season was (warmer) than
expected. We had water intrusions in the (access) tunnel
that could be related to climate change,” Asmund Asdal, one
of the seed bank’s coordinators said. The Arctic is warming

twice as fast as the rest of the planet, scientific studies show.
And while Europe is at the moment experiencing a subzero
cold spell, the North Pole recently registered above-zero
temperatures, 30 degrees higher than normal.

Scientists say warm spells like this are occurring with
increasing frequency in the Arctic.  Norway recently
announced it would contribute 100 million kroner (10 mil-
lion euros, $12.5 million) to improve the repository in a bid
to protect the precious seeds. “We want to be sure that
the seed vault will be cold throughout the whole year, even
if the temperature continues to increase in Svalbard,”
Norway’s Agriculture Minister Jon Georg Dale told AFP.
The vault’s raison d’etre was recently highlighted by the
war in Syria, when scientists were able to withdraw seeds
after a seed bank in Aleppo was destroyed in a bombing.

Thick doors
To access the heart of the vault where the seeds are

stored, authorized visitors must first pass through heavy
doors and a concrete, 120-metre tunnel, giving the chilling
impression of delving into an Arctic abyss. The tunnel
leads to three cold chambers protected by locked gates.
Inside each one, seeds from all over the world are stored in
sealed plastic boxes labeled with the country of origin and
the variety.  

Outside, nothing betrays the presence of the storage
site so vital to humanity, apart from a monumental
entrance: the narrow cement-and-steel rectangular portal
juts out of the snow-covered mountainside, illuminated

with artwork made of mirrors and bits of metal that create
a colorful prism visible for miles around. On the mountain,
workers’ cabins dot the slope amid construction cranes
and machinery, soiling the otherwise pristine white land-
scape.  Renovations to shore up the fortress are already
under way. The improvements will enable it to “handle the
climate for the next decades”, said Dale. —AFP 

DOUMA: Wounded Syrian men are treated at a makeshift hospital in the rebel-held town of Douma, in the
besieged Eastern Ghouta region, following air strikes by regime forces on the area. —AFP 

LONGYEARBYEN: A man carries one of the newly arrived
boxes containing seeds from Japan and USA into the inter-
national gene bank Svalbard Global Seed Vault (SGSV),
outside Longyearbyen on Spitsbergen, Norway.—AFP 


